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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
As I look back on the many projects and initiatives that kept us busy
over the last 12 months, I was pleased, but not surprised, to see that
sustainability and community involvement were the driving forces
behind so many of them. Sustainability is, after all, the foundation on
which COTA’s vision and mission were built and thanks to the invaluable
input from so many community members, we gain important insight
which gives us a clear direction and path forward.

TITUS SHECAPIO

Sustainability includes a broad range of practices that go toward
protecting communities, livelihoods, and natural environments. How
broad? Everything from choosing local suppliers, prioritizing low-impact
transportation, eliminating unnecessary travel to preferring re-usable
over disposable items, making use of composting and recycling, and
helping tourism businesses acquire and use eco-friendly technology
and tools. When it’s done right, sustainable tourism not only protects
the environment, wildlife and natural resources of Eeyou Istchee but
creates jobs and revitalizes cultural traditions and practices.
Community involvement plays such an important role in our decisionmaking and planning activities. What exactly does this mean? Basically,
it’s another way of saying “working together.” Community involvement
means consulting all Cree communities in developing specific tourism
products. A case in point is Creetopia, where we invited member
feedback on the product’s design and functionalities. Community
involvement also targets more sweeping efforts. An example of this is
involving local and regional stakeholders in creating and updating our
tourism strategy and action plan.
We’re focused on sustainability and community involvement because
that’s how we can build a tourism sector that reflects our shared values
and traditions while protecting them.

I’d like to end on a note of heartfelt thanks and appreciation for our staff,
board, and members. Your support and encouragement as we make the
needed adjustments in response to the COVID-19 pandemic is both
reassuring and motivating. Although we anticipate a shift in tourism
activities in the coming year, nevertheless, we will continue to draw
from our strengths as we pursue our mission with a renewed vitality
and purpose.
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ᐅᒋᒫᐤ ᐅᒥᓯᓂᐦᐄᑭᓐ

ᐊᓂᑖᐦ ᒫᒃ ᐋᐦ ᐄᔑ ᑭᓂᐧᐋᐱᐦᑎᒫᓐ ᐊᓂᐦᐄ ᒥᐦᒑᑐ ᒑᐧᑳᓂᐦᐄ ᑳ ᐃᐦᑐᑎᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡᐦ ᑭᔮᐦ ᑳ ᑯᒋᔥᑖᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡᐦ ᐅᑖᐦ ᐄᔑ ᐅᑖᐦᒡ
12 ᑎᐦᑐᐲᓯᒻ, ᓂᒌᐦ ᒥᐧᔮᔨᐦᑖᓐ ᒥᒄ ᓂᒧᐃ ᓅᐦᒋᑯᔥᑯᐦᐄᑯᓐ, ᐋᐦ ᐧᐋᐱᐦᑎᒫᓐ ᐋᐦ ᒌᐦ ᒥᔪᐱᔨᒡ ᒑᐧᑳᓐ ᑭᔮᐦ ᐋᐦ ᒌᐦ ᐧᐋᐧᐄᒋᐦᐄᐧᐋᒡ
ᐊᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᐅᑖᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐅᔅᒌᐦᒡ ᐊᓂᑖᐦ ᑳ ᐅᐦᒋᐱᔨᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᒌᐦ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐄᐧᐋᐱᔨᐤ ᐋᑳ ᒑ ᐴᓂᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᐊᓐ ᒥᐦᒑᑐ ᒑᐧᑳᓐ ᑳ
ᐧᐄᐦ ᐃᐦᑐᑎᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ᙮ ᐋᐅᒄ ᒫᒃ ᐊᓐ ᓈᔥᒡ ᐧᐋᐦ ᑭᓂᐧᐋᐱᐦᑎᐦᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᐅᑖᐦ ᐋᐦ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑎᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᐋᐦ ᓅᒋᒫᓂᑖᐧᐋᓂᐧᐃᒡ
ᑭᔮᐦ ᓈᔥᒡ ᐋᐦ ᓯᒋᔮᓯᔮᐦᒡ ᒥᐦᒑᑐ ᐊᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᐊᓂᑖᐦ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐄᔨᔨᐅᔅᒌᐦᒡ ᐋᐦ ᐹᒋ ᐱᒋᔅᑎᓂᐦᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᐧᐄᔨᐧᐋᐤ ᐊᓂᑖᐦ ᒑ ᒌᐦ
ᐄᔑᓈᑯᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧᐃᐧᐃᔨᒡ ᒑᐧᑳᔨᐤ, ᓲᐦᒃ ᒫᒃ ᓂᑯᒋᔥᑖᐧᐋᓈᓐ ᒑ ᓂᑐᐦᑎᐧᐃᒌᐦᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᐋᑯᑎᐦ ᐧᐋᐦᒋ ᒋᔅᒋᓄᑎᐦᐄᑯᔮᐦᒡ ᐊᓂᑖᐦ ᓃᔥᑖᒥᐦᒡ ᒑ
ᒌᐦ ᐄᔑ ᒥᔪᐱᔨᒡ ᒑᐧᑳᓐ᙮
ᐊᓐ ᒫᒃ ᐧᐋᐦ ᐄᔑ ᒥᔪᐱᔨᐦᑖᔮᐦᒡ ᐆ ᐋᐦ ᐱᒦᐦᑭᒫᐦᒡ ᐋᑯᑎᐦ ᐧᐋᐦᒋᐱᔨᒡ ᒑ ᒌᐦ ᓈᑭᑎᐧᐋᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᐃᐦᑖᐧᐃᓐᐦ, ᐋᐱᑎᓰᐧᐃᓐ
ᑭᔮᐦ ᐋᑳ ᒑ ᐃᔮᔪᐧᐃᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᒑ ᒥᓈᒋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᐊᔅᒌ᙮ ᒑᐧᑳᓐ ᒫᒃ ᐊᓐ ᒑᑭᓂᐧᐋᐱᐦᑎᑭᓂᐧᐃᑯᐱᓈ᙮ ᐋᐅᒄ ᐅᑖᐦ ᐄᔨᓈᐦᒡ
ᒑ ᒌᐦ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐅᑖᔅᑯᓈᑭᓂᐅᐧᐃᒡ ᐊᐧᐋᓂᒌ, ᐊᓂᔮᐦ ᑭᔮᐦ ᐧᐄᔨᐧᐋᐤ ᐋᐦ ᐄᔑ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᐦᐧᑖᓱᒡ, ᒑ ᓈᓈᑭᒋᔥᑖᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᐊᓂᑖᐦ ᐋᐦ
ᐃᔮᐦᑎᓈᑭᓂᐅᐧᐃᒡ ᐊᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᑭᔮᐦ ᐋᐦ ᐃᔮᐦᑎᓂᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᒑᐧᑳᓐ, ᐋᑳ ᐧᐄᐦ ᐃᔮᐅᒋᔨᐦᑎᓈᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓐ ᒑᐧᑳᓐ ᐧᐋᐦ ᐱᐦᑯᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ
ᒑ ᐋᑎ ᐃᔨᔮᐱᑎᐦᒡ, ᐊᓐ ᒑᐧᑳᓐ ᒑ ᒌᐦ ᑖᐹᐱᒋᔥᑖᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᐋᐅᒄ ᑳᓂᐧᐋᐱᐦᑎᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᐄᔥᐱᔑᐧᐄ ᐊᓐ ᒑᐧᑳᓐ ᒥᒄ ᐋᐦ ᐄᔑ
ᐧᐋᐱᓂᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ, ᐅᓵ ᒥᒄ ᐹᔨᐧᑳᐤ ᐋᐦ ᐋᐱᒋᔥᑖᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ, ᑭᔮᐦ ᐊᓂᑎᐦ ᒑ ᒌᐦ ᐅᐦᒋ ᑭᓂᐧᐋᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᒑ ᒌᐦ ᐅᐦᒋ ᒥᓈᒋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ
ᐊᔅᒌ ᐋᐅᒄ ᓈᔥᒡ ᓈᑎᐧᐋᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᐊᓂᑖᐦ ᐋᐦ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᐦᐧᑖᓱᒡ ᐊᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᐋᐦ ᓅᒋᒫᓂᑖᐧᐋᓂᐧᐃᐧᐃᔨᒡ᙮ ᐆ ᒫᒃ ᐋᐦ ᐄᐦᑐᑖᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ
ᐋᑯᑎᐦ ᐋᐦᒋᐱᔨᒡ ᒑ ᑭᓂᐧᐋᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᓂᑑᐦᐅᐧᐃᓐ ᑭᔮᐦ ᐊᓐ ᒑᐧᑳᓐ ᐊᔅᒌᐦᒡ ᐧᐋᐦᒋᒥᓈᐦᐅᓈᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᐅᑖᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐅᔅᒌᐦᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᐋᑯᑎᐦ
ᐧᐋᐦᒋᐱᔨᒡ ᐋᐱᑎᓰᐧᐃᓐ ᑭᔮᐦ ᐋᑯᑎᐦ ᐧᐋᐦᒋ ᑭᓂᐧᐋᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᐄᔨᔨᐅᐃᔨᐦᑎᐧᐃᓐ ᑭᔮᐦ ᐊᓐ ᒨᔥ ᑳ ᐹᒋ ᐃᔨᔅᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᒑᐧᑳᓐ
ᐅᑖᐦ ᐄᔑ ᐅᑖᐦᒡ᙮

ᐅᑖᐦ ᒫᒃ ᐄᔨᔨᐅᔅᒌᐦᒡ ᐋᐦ ᐅᐦᒋᐱᔨᒡ ᐊᓐ ᒑ ᐄᔑ ᒫᒥᑐᓈᔨᐦᑎᒥᐦᐄᐧᐋᒡ ᒑᐧᑳᓐ ᐋᐦ ᐧᐄᐦ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᓈᔥᑖᐧᐹ ᒋᔥᑎᒫᐧᐃᓐ
ᐋᐦ ᐧᐃᔮᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᒑᐧᑳᓐ ᑭᔮᐦ ᐧᐃᔨᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᐊᓂᑖᐦ ᒑ ᐄᔑ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ᙮ ᑖᓂᑖᐦ ᒫᒃ ᓂᐦᐋᐤ ᐋᔑᓈᑯᐦᒡ ᐆ᙮ ᐋᑯᑖᐦ
ᐧᐄᓵᐧᐋ ᐋᑎᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᐧᐄᒑᐱᑎᓰᒥᑐᑖᐤ ᐋᐦ ᐄᓈᓂᐧᐃᒡ᙮ ᐊᓂᔮ ᒫᒃ ᐋᐦ ᐊᔥᑎᓈᑭᓂᐅᐧᐃᒡ ᐊᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᐅᑖᐦ ᐅᐦᒋ ᒥᓯᐦᑖ ᐄᔨᔨᐅᔅᒌᐦᒡ
ᒑ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐄᐧᐋᒡ ᐋᑯᑎᐦ ᒑ ᒥᔪᐱᔨᐦᐄᑯᒡ ᒑᐧᑳᔨᐤ ᐊᓂᔮ ᐧᐋᐦ ᐃᐦᑐᑎᐦᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᐧᐋᐦ ᒋᔥᒋᐱᔨᐦᑖᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᐧᐋᐦ ᐅᔑᐦᑖᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓂᔮ
ᐋᐦ ᓅᒋᒫᓂᑖᐧᐋᓂᐧᐃᐧᐃᔨᒡ᙮ ᐋᐅᒄ ᒫᒃ ᐊᓐ ᑳ ᐃᐦᑎᓈᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᐱᑯᓂᒑ ᐊᓐ ᑭᕇᑐᐱᔮ ᑳ ᐱᒦᐦᑭᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᐊᓂᑖᐦ ᒑ ᐄᔑᓈᑯᐦᒡ
ᐊᓐ ᒫᐦᑮ, ᐊᓂᒌ ᐋᔥᑎᐱᒡ ᐋᐦ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧᐃᐧᐃᔨᒡ ᐋᐦ ᓅᒋᒫᓂᑖᐧᐋᓂᐧᐃᐧᐃᔨᒡ ᐋᐦ ᒌᐦ ᓂᑎᐧᐋᔨᐦᑖᑯᓯᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᒑ ᐱᒋᔅᑎᓂᐦᒡ
ᐅᑎᑖᔨᐦᑎᒧᐧᐃᓂᐧᐋᐤ ᐊᓂᔮ ᒑ ᐄᔑᓈᑯᓂᔨᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᒑ ᐄᑖᐱᑎᓂᔨᒡ᙮ ᐋᑯᑎᐦ ᑭᔮᐦ ᒥᐦᒑᑐ ᐊᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᐋᔥᑎᒋᔅᑖᑯᓯᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ
ᐋᔥᒋᐱᔨᐦᐋᑭᓂᐅᐧᐃᒡ ᐊᓂᔮ ᐧᐋᐦ ᐃᐦᑐᑎᑭᓂᐧᐃᐧᐃᔨᒡ᙮ ᐋᑯᑎᐦ ᒫᒃ ᓅᑯᐦᒡ ᐊᓂᑖᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐅᔅᒌᐦᒡ ᐊᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᐋᐦ ᐊᔥᑎᓈᑭᓂᐅᐧᐃᒡ
ᑭᔮᐦ ᐊᓂᒌᐦ ᐹᒥᐱᔨᐦᑖᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᑳᓂᐧᐋᐱᐦᑎᐦᒡ ᐋᐦ ᓅᒋᒫᓂᑖᐧᐋᓂᐧᐃᐧᐃᔨᒡ ᐊᓂᑖᐦ ᒑ ᐄᔅᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧᐃᐧᐃᔨᑯᐱᓈ ᑭᔮᐦ ᒑ
ᐃᐦᑐᑎᑭᓂᐧᐃᐧᐃᔨᑯᐱᓈ ᐋᐦ ᐧᐃᔮᔨᐦᑖᑯᓂᔨᒡ ᐊᓂᑖᐦ ᒑ ᐄᔑᓈᑯᓂᔨᒡ᙮

ᐋᐅᒄ ᒫᒃ ᓈᔥᒡ ᑳ ᐧᐄᐦ ᑭᓂᐧᐋᐱᐦᑎᒫᐦᒡ ᑯᐃᔅᒄ ᒑ ᐄᔑ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᐋᐦ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐄᑭᐧᐃᔮᐦᒡ ᐊᓂᑖᐦ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐄᔨᔨᐅᔅᒌᐦᒡ ᐧᐋᔥ
ᐋᑯᑎᐦ ᒑ ᐅᐦᒋ ᓅᑯᐦᒡ ᐊᓐ ᒑᐧᑳᓐ ᒌᔮᓂᐤ ᒑᔥᑖᔨᐦᑎᒥᐦᒄ ᑭᔮᐦ ᐊᓐ ᒨᔥ ᐊᓂᑖᐦ ᐄᔑ ᐅᑖᐦᒡ ᐄᔨᔨᐅᐃᔨᐦᑎᐧᐃᓐ ᐋᑳ ᒑ ᒌᐦ
ᐴᓂᐱᔨᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᒑ ᐧᐄᐦ ᑭᓂᐧᐋᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ᙮

ᐊᓐ ᒫᒃ ᒫᐦᒋᒡ ᐧᐋᐦ ᐧᐄᐦᑎᒫᓐ ᐋᔪᐧᐃᒄ ᓈᔥᒡ ᐋᐦ ᓂᔅᑯᒥᐧᑳᐤ ᑭᔮᐦ ᒥᔥᑏᐦ ᐋᐦ ᓯᒋᔮᐦᐄᒡ ᐊᓂᔮ ᐋᔑ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑎᐦᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ
ᐊᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᐃᔮᐱᒋᐦᐄᒋᐦᒡ, ᐊᓂᒌ ᒑᔥᑎᐱᔥᑎᐦᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᓂᐧᐄᑖᔅᑯᒫᑭᓂᓈᓂᒡ᙮ ᐊᓐ ᒫᒃ ᐋᔑ ᔒᑐᔥᑭᐧᐃᔮᐦᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᐋᔑ ᓅᑯᐦᑖᔮᒄ
ᐋᐦ ᐧᐄᐦ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐄᔮᐦᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓐ ᒫᐧᑳᒡ ᐋᐦ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᒡ ᔮᐦᔮᐅᐋᔅᐱᓈᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᑳ ᐋᔔᒦᑐᓈᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᓈᐦᑖᐧᐹᐦ ᓂᐧᐄᒋᐦᐄᑯᓈᓐ ᑭᔮᐦ
ᓂᑎᔨᐦᑭᐦᐅᑯᓈᓐ ᐅᑖᐦ ᐋᐦ ᐋᐱᑎᓯᔮᐦᒡ᙮ ᐋᑦ ᑭᔨᐧᐹ ᐹᐧᔖᔨᐦᑎᒫᐦᒡ ᐋᑳ ᓂᐦᐋᐤ ᒑ ᐄᔅᐱᔨᒡ ᐊᓐ ᐋᐦ ᓅᒋᒫᓂᑖᐧᐋᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᐆ ᒑ
ᐋᑎ ᐱᐳᐦᒡ, ᐊᔮᐱᒡ ᓂᑭ ᐧᐄᐦ ᓲᐦᒋᑳᐳᐧᐃᓈᓐ ᔮᔨᑖ ᒑ ᐧᐄᐦ ᐃᐦᑐᑎᒫᐦᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᐋᑳ ᐱᒋᔅᑖᔨᒧᔮᐦᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᐋᑳ ᒑ ᐧᐄᐦ ᐱᔑᐧᑳᐱᐦᑎᒫᐦᒡ
ᐊᓐ ᒑ ᐃᐦᑐᑎᒧᐧᐋᐦᒋᐱᓈ᙮
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE
The COVID-19 crisis has had far-reaching consequences from which
the global tourism industry has not been spared. Although tourism
businesses in Eeyou Istchee will no doubt be affected, as the situation
evolves, COTA will work with our members to mitigate the impacts. Until
the emergence of the pandemic, we were having a very productive year,
which tells us that our industry has the resources and determination to
bounce back and pursue its sustainable growth.

ROBIN MCGINLEY

As I look back on the past year, what stands out is COTA’s extremely
positive experience at the International Indigenous Tourism Conference.
It was held in November in Kelowna, BC in the traditional and unceded
territory of the Syilx Nation. Its theme was “Inspire. Transform. Unite.
Accelerating Indigenous tourism growth.” More than 700 delegates
were present, including Indigenous tourism operators from Canada and
abroad, for three days of sharing, learning, and networking. It was great
to see so many Cree from Eeyou Istchee in attendance, confirming their
interest in furthering tourism development. The event’s main takeaway
was the growing importance of sustainable destinations, authentic
Indigenous tourism experiences and culinary tourism.
Kelowna, located in the Thompson Okanagan Region, is a Biosphere
Certified Gold Destination that adheres to sustainability principals.
Since Biosphere certification seeks to achieve a long-term balance
between economic, socio-cultural, and environmental objectives, it
is a tourism-development model of great interest to COTA given our
commitment to sustainable tourism.

Wiinipaakw Tours’ continued development provided yet another
highlight. While delays owing to the pandemic are to be expected,
we have secured funding for the next stage of the project and we are
continuing to make progress. The commitment, support, and enthusiasm
of everyone involved has been a tremendous boost and has helped move
this important initiative forward in a positive and constructive way.
In closing, let me say that the impact of the pandemic on our industry
will continue to resonate in the year ahead. Each of us will be affected
in different ways, but we are a resilient and supportive community and
together we will get through this. Please know that COTA will continue
to move projects forward and provide the support our members and
tourism partners need to grow our industry sustainably and responsibly.
Let’s all stay safe and focus on the health and well-being of family,
friends, and neighbours.
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ᒥᓯᓂᐦᐄᒑᐅᑭᒥᑯᐦᒡ ᐅᒋᒫᐤ ᐅᑎᔨᒧᐧᐃᓐ

ᐊᓐ ᒫᒃ ᐋᐦᑯᓱᐧᐃᓐ ᔮᐦᔮᐧᐋᔅᐱᓈᐧᐃᓐ ᑳ ᐋᔔᒥᔨᑐᓈᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᑳ ᐄᔑᓂᐦᑳᑖᒡ ᓂᒧᐃ ᒌᐦ ᓂᑳᓂᑭᓂᐆ ᐊᓂᑎᐦ ᒑ ᒌᐦ ᐊᑎ ᐃᔨᐦᑎᑯᐦᒡ
ᑭᔮᐦ ᓂᒧᐃ ᐅᐦᒋ ᒌᐦ ᓂᑳᐦᐄᑭᓂᐤ ᐋᑳ ᒑ ᒌᐦ ᑖᑭᐦᐄᒑᐱᔨᒡ ᐊᓂᑎᐦ ᐋᐦ ᓅᒋᒫᓂᑖᐧᐋᓂᐧᐃᒡ᙮ ᒥᑎᑐᓐ ᒫᒃ ᒑᔥᑎᓈᑖᔮᔨᐦᑖᑯᓐ ᒑ
ᑖᐦᑭᐦᐄᒑᐱᔨᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᐅᑖᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐅᔅᒌᐦᒡ ᐋᐦ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᐋᐦ ᓅᒋᒫᓂᑖᐧᐋᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᐋᐦ ᑭᓂᐧᐋᐱᐦᑎᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᑭᔨᐧᐹ ᐋᐦ
ᐧᐋᐱᐦᑎᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᐊᓂᑖᐦ ᐋᑎ ᐃᔨᔅᐱᔨᒡ, ᐊᓂᒌ ᒫᒃ ᐃᔮᐱᑎᔒᔥᑎᐦᒡ ᐋᐦ ᓅᒋᒫᓂᑖᐧᐋᓂᐧᐃᐧᐃᔨᒡ ᐅᑖᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐅᔅᒌᐦᒡ ᒫᒨ ᑭᑎ
ᐧᐋᐧᐄᒋᐦᐄᑐᐧᐃᒡ ᒑ ᓈᑭᑎᐧᐋᔨᐦᑎᐦᒡ ᐊᓂᔮ ᓂᓈᐦᑭᐤ ᐋᔑ ᑖᐦᑭᐦᐄᒑᐱᔨᔨᒡ᙮ ᐋᐦᐧᒫᔮᐦ ᒫᒃ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐹᒋ ᐅᑎᐦᒋᐱᔨᒡ ᐊᓐ ᐋᐦᑯᓱᐧᐃᓐ,
ᓈᔥᑖᐧᐹᐦ ᒌᐦ ᒥᔪᐱᔨᐤ ᐊᓐ ᒑᐧᑳᓐ ᑳ ᐊᑎ ᐃᔨᐦᑐᑖᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ, ᐊᓂᑎᐦ ᐧᐋᐦᒋ ᒋᔅᒑᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᑖᐧᐹᐦ ᐋᐦ ᐃᔮᔨᐦᒄ ᐊᓐ ᒑᐧᑳᓐ ᓈᔥᒡ
ᓈᑎᐧᐋᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᔮᔨᑖ ᒑ ᐃᐦᑐᑎᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᒦᓐ ᒑ ᒌᐦ ᒦᓄᐱᔨᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᐊᔮᐱᒡ ᓃᔥᑖᒥᐦᒡ ᒑ ᒌᐦ ᐄᔑ ᒥᔪᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ᙮
ᐅᑖᐦ ᒫᒃ ᐹᔨᑯᐱᐳᓐᐦ ᐅᑖᐦᒡ ᐋᐦ ᐄᔑ ᑭᓂᐧᐋᐱᐦᑎᒫᓐ, ᐊᓐ ᒫᐅᒡ ᑳ ᒌᐦᑳᔮᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᐅᑖᐦ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐄᔨᓈᐦᒡ ᐋᐦ ᐅᐦᒋ
ᐲᒥᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᐋᐦ ᓅᒋᒫᓂᑖᐧᐋᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᐋᔪᐧᐃᒄ ᐊᓂᔮ ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐄᐧᐋᒡ ᑳ ᒫᒨᐧᐄᓈᓂᐧᐃᔨᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐄᔨᔨᐤᐦ ᐋᐦ
ᐱᒥᐱᔨᐦᐧᑖᓱᔨᒡᐦ ᐋᐦ ᓅᒋᒫᓂᑖᐧᐋᓂᐧᐃᐧᐃᔨᒡ ᐅᑎᐦ ᑭᔨᐧᐹ ᒥᓯᐦᑖᔅᑭᒥᒡ᙮ ᐋᑯᑎᐦ ᑳ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᒡ ᑭᔅᑭᑎᓂᐲᓯᒻ ᐅᑖᐦ ᑭᓗᓈ ᐱᕆᑎᔥ
ᑲᓚᒻᐱᔮᐦ ᐊᓂᑖᐦ ᒨᔥ ᑳ ᐹᒋ ᐃᐦᑖᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᐋᑳ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐱᒋᔅᑎᓂᐦᒡ ᐊᓂᑖᐦ ᓯᓕᑭᔅ ᐄᔨᔨᐅᒡ᙮ ᐊᓂᔮ ᒫᒃ ᑳ ᐄᔑᓂᐦᑳᑎᐦᒡ,
“ᐋᐦᒌᑖᐤ᙮ ᐋᐦᒋᔥᑐᑎᐦᑖᐤ᙮ ᒫᒨᐧᐄᐦᑭᐦᑖᐤ”᙮ ᓃᔥᑖᒥᐦᒡ ᒑ ᒌᐦ ᐄᔑ ᐋᐦᒋᐱᔨᒡ ᐄᔨᔨᐅᒡ ᐋᐦ ᐱᒥᔨᐦᑖᒡ ᐋᐦ ᓅᒋᒫᓂᑖᐧᐋᓂᐧᐃᐧᐃᔨᒡ᙮
ᐊᐅᔅᑖᐦ ᒫᒃ 700 ᒌᐦ ᐃᐦᑎᔓᐧᐃᒡ ᐊᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᑳ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐄᐧᐋᒡ, ᐄᔨᔨᐅᒡ ᐋᐦ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᐦᑖᒡ ᐋᐦ ᓅᒋᒫᓂᑖᐧᐋᓂᐧᐃᐧᐃᔨᒡ ᐅᑎᐦ ᑳᐦᓈᑖᐦ
ᑭᔮᐦ ᒥᓯᐦᑖᔅᑭᒥᒡ, ᓂᔥᑐᒌᔑᑳᐤᐦ ᐄᔥᐱᔥ ᒌᐦ ᒫᒨᐳᐧᐃᒡ ᐋᐦ ᐧᐋᐧᐄᐦᑎᒫᑐᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᐋᐦ ᐧᐋᐧᐄᒋᐦᐄᑐᒡ, ᐋᐦ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᒡ, ᑭᔮᐦ ᐋᐦ
ᐧᐋᐧᐄᒋᐦᐄᑐᒡ ᐊᓂᔮᐦ ᐧᐋᐦ ᐄᔑ ᐃᐦᑐᑎᐦᒡ᙮ ᐊᓐ ᒫᒃ ᒑᐧᑳᓐ ᐊᓂᑎᐦ ᑳ ᐅᐦᒋᐱᔨᒡ ᐋᐦ ᒋᔅᑎᒫᐧᐃᐦᒡ ᐋᐅᒄ ᐋᑳ ᒑ ᐴᓂᐱᔨᒡ ᐊᓐ
ᐧᐋᐦ ᐃᐦᑐᑎᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ, ᑖᐧᐹᐦ ᐄᔨᓈᐦᒡ ᒑ ᐅᐦᒋᐱᔨᒡ ᐊᓐ ᐧᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐧᐋᐱᑎᔨᐧᐋᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᓂᓈᐦᑭᐤ ᐋᐦ ᐄᔑ ᒋᔅᒑᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᒦᒋᒻ
ᐊᓂᑖᐦ ᓂᓈᐦᑭᐤ ᐋᐦ ᐊᑎ ᐅᐧᐃᐦᒌᒡ ᐊᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᒑ ᒌᐦ ᐧᐋᐱᐦᑎᔨᐧᐋᓂᐧᐃᒡ᙮
ᐊᓐ ᒫᒃ ᑭᓗᓈ ᐋᑯᑖᐦ ᐋᐦᑎᑯᐦᒡ ᐊᓂᑖᐦ ᐧᑖᒻᓯᓐ ᐅᑭᓈᑭᓐ, ᑭᔮᐦ ᐋᑯᑖᐦ ᓈᔥᒡ ᐧᐋᐦ ᐄᔑ ᑭᓂᐧᐋᐱᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᐋᑳ ᒑ ᒌᐦ
ᐧᐃᓈᒋᔥᑖᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᐊᓐ ᒥᓯᐧᐋ ᒑᐧᑳᓐ ᐋᑎ ᓂᓂᐦᑖᐅᒋᐦᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᒑ ᒌᐦ ᐧᐋᐱᐦᑎᔮᑭᓂᐅᐧᐃᒡ ᐊᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᐋᐦ ᐹᒋ ᒫᓂᑖᐅᐧᐃᒡ᙮ ᐆ ᒫᒃ
ᐋᐦ ᐄᔑ ᒌᐦᑳᔮᐱᐦᑎᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᐧᐋᐦ ᐄᔑ ᒥᔪᓈᓈᑭᒋᔥᑖᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᓈᐅᔥ ᒑ ᒌᐦ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐱᒥᓃᓱᓈᓂᐧᐃᒡ, ᒋᔅᒑᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᐱᒫᑎᓰᐧᐃᓐ
ᐋᔑᓈᑯᐦᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᐊᔅᒌ ᒑ ᒌᐦ ᒥᔪᑭᓂᐧᐋᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ, ᐋᑯᑎᐦ ᒑ ᒌᐦ ᐅᐦᒋ ᒋᔅᒋᓂᐧᐋᐱᐦᑎᐦᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ ᐊᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᐋᐦ ᐧᐄᐦ ᐅᐧᐋᔨᔥᑖᒡ ᐋᐦ
ᓅᒋᒫᓂᑖᐧᐋᓂᐧᐃᐧᐃᔨᒡ ᐅᑖᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐅᔅᒌᐦᒡ ᐊᓂᑎᐦ ᐧᐋᐦ ᒥᔪᑭᓂᐧᐋᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᐋᑳ ᒑ ᒌᐦ ᐴᓂᐱᔨᒡ ᐋᐦ ᓅᒋᒫᓂᑖᐧᐋᓂᐧᐃᒡ᙮
ᐊᓂᔮ ᒫᒃ ᒦᓐ ᑯᑎᒋᔨᐤ ᒑᐧᐋᔨᐤ ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᐅᐧᐋᔨᔥᑖᒡ ᐅᒌ ᐧᐄᓂᐹᒄ ᑑᕐᔅ ᐋᑳ ᒑ ᒌᐦ ᐴᓂᐱᔨᔨᒡ ᐋᐦ ᓅᒋᒫᓂᑖᐧᐋᓂᐧᐃᐧᐃᔨᒡ᙮
ᐋᑦ ᑭᔨᐧᐹ ᐹᐧᔖᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᒑ ᓂᑳᐦᐄᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᑯᑎᒡ ᒑᐧᑳᓐ ᒫᐧᑳᒡ ᐋᐦ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᒡ ᐆ ᐋᐦᑯᓱᐧᐃᓐ, ᐊᔮᐱᒡ ᓂᒌᐦ ᐃᐦᑐᑖᓈᓐ ᒑ
ᑎᐹᓂᐦᐋᑭᓂᐧᐃᑦ ᔓᐧᐃᔮᓐ ᐋᑳ ᒑ ᒌᐦ ᐴᓂᐱᔨᒡ ᐊᓐ ᔖᔥ ᑳ ᐧᐃᔮᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᒑ ᐃᐦᑐᑎᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᓂᒧᐃ ᐴᓂᐱᔨᐤ ᒑᐧᑳᓐ
ᓃᔥᑖᒥᐦᒡ ᐋᐦ ᐄᔅᐱᔨᒡ᙮ ᓈᔥᑖᐧᐹᐦ ᒫᒃ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐄᐧᐋᐱᔨᔨᐤ ᐊᓂᔮ ᐋᔑ ᒥᐧᔮᐱᑎᓰᒡ ᐊᐧᐋᓂᒌ, ᐊᓂᔮ ᐋᔑ ᔒᑐᔥᑭᐦᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᐋᐦ
ᒋᓯᒑᔨᐦᑎᒥᐦᐄᑯᒡ ᐊᓂᔮ ᐅᑖᐱᑎᓰᐧᐃᓂᐧᐋᐤ ᑭᔮᐦ ᒌᐦ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐄᐧᐋᐱᔨᔨᐤ ᐊᓂᑖᐦ ᐄᔑ ᓃᔥᑖᒥᐦᒡ ᒑ ᐄᔑ ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᔨᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᒑ
ᒥᔪᐱᔨᔨᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᒑ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐄᐧᐋᐱᔨᔨᒡ ᐊᓂᔮ ᒑᐧᑳᔨᐤ ᐋᔑ ᐃᐦᑐᑎᐦᒡ᙮
ᐊᓐ ᒫᒃ ᒫᐦᒋᒡ ᒑᐧᑳᓐ ᐧᐋᐦ ᐧᐄᐦᑎᒫᓐ ᒥᑎᑐᓐ ᐋᐦ ᒋᔅᒑᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᐊᓐ ᒑ ᐄᔑ ᑖᐦᑭᐦᐄᒑᐱᔨᒡ ᐆ ᐋᐦᑯᓱᐧᐃᓐ, ᐋᑳ ᒑ ᐴᓂᐱᔨᒡ
ᐆ ᒑ ᐋᑎ ᐱᐳᐦᒡ᙮ ᒥᓯᐧᐋ ᒫᒃ ᐊᐧᐋᓐ ᓂᒧᐃ ᐹᔨᑯᓂᐦᒡ ᒋᑭ ᐄᔑᓈᑯᓂᔨᐤ ᐊᓂᑖᐦ ᒑ ᐄᔑ ᑖᐦᑭᐦᐅᑯᑦ - ᒥᒄ ᒫᒃ ᓂᒧᐃ ᒋᑭ
ᓃᐦᑎᐦᐅᑯᓈᓂᐧᐃᐤ ᑭᔮᐦ ᒫᒨ ᒋᑭ ᐧᐋᐧᐄᒋᐦᐄᑐᓈᓂᐤ ᑭᔮᐦ ᒫᒨ ᒋᑭ ᔖᐳᔥᑳᓈᓂᐤ᙮ ᐋᐅᒄ ᐧᐋᐦ ᐧᐄᐦᑎᒫᑭᐧᐃᔮᒄ ᐋᑳ ᒑ ᐴᓂᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ
ᐊᓐ ᒑᐧᑳᓐ ᔖᔥ ᑳᐦ ᒋᔥᒌᐦᑭᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᒑ ᔒᑐᔥᑭᐧᐃᒋᐦᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ ᐊᐧᐋᓂᒌ ᐅᑖᐦ ᐋᔑ ᐹᒋ ᐊᔥᑎᐱᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᐊᓂᒌ ᐧᐋᒋᐦᐄᒥᐦᒡ
ᐅᐦᒋ ᐋᐦ ᓅᒋᒫᓂᑖᐧᐋᓂᐧᐃᐧᐃᔨᒡ ᐊᓂᔮ ᒥᒄ ᒑᐧᑳᔨᐤ ᐧᐋᐦ ᐄᔑ ᐧᐄᒋᐦᐄᑯᓰᒡ ᓃᔥᑖᒥᐦᒡ ᒑ ᒌᐦ ᐄᔅᐱᔨᒡ ᐋᐦ ᓅᒋᒫᓂᑖᐧᐋᓂᐧᐃᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ
ᔮᔨᑖ ᑯᐃᔅᒄ ᒑ ᓈᓈᑭᒋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐧᐃᒡ᙮ ᒥᓯᐧᐋ ᐧᐄᐦ ᐊᔮᐧᑳᒦᑖᐤ ᑭᔮᐦ ᔮᔨᑖ ᒋᔅᒋᓰᑎᐦᑖᐤ ᒑ ᒌᐦ ᒥᔪᐱᒫᑎᓯᔨᐦᒄ ᑭᔮᐦ ᒑ ᒥᔪᐱᔨᔨᐦᒄ ᐅᑖᐦ
ᐋᐦ ᐹᐦᐹᔨᑯᑖᐅᓯᔨᐦᒄ, ᒋᐧᐄᒑᐧᐋᑭᓂᓂᐅᒡ ᑭᔮᐦ ᐊᔥᑐᑖᒥᓂᐅᒡ᙮
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ABOUT COTA
The Cree Outfitting and Tourism Association was incorporated on December 7, 2000 as a non-profit
corporation under Part II of the Canadian Corporations Act. Since our incorporation we’ve been active
in the development of the tourism industry in Eeyou Istchee. By promoting tourism, we’re helping to
transform our region’s vast potential for economic, employment, and other growth opportunities.

OUR HISTORY
James Bay and Northern Québec Agreement (JBNQA)
The negotiations leading to the JBNQA provided the platform
for gaining control over tourism development. With the
signing of the Final Agreement in 1975, the legal framework
for this control became a reality and paved the way for the
creation of COTA as a treaty obligation under sections 28.4
and 28.6 of the JBNQA.

28.4 Cree Associations

28.4.1 Subject to the positive conclusions of the necessary
feasibility studies involving the Crees to the greatest extent
possible and to the avail-ability of funds, Canada and/or
Québec will assist the Crees with funding and technical advice
in establishing, as soon as possible, as described herein:
•
•
•

a Cree Trappers’ Association;
a Cree Outfitting and Tourism Association;
a Cree Native Arts and Crafts Association.

28.6 Cree Outfitting and Tourism Association
28.6.1 As soon as possible following the execution of the
Agreement and subject to the results of the feasibility
studies referred to in paragraph 28.4.1 there shall be
established a Cree Outfitting and Tourism Association
which shall inter alia:
•
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•
•

provide business, management, accounting and
professional services for Cree outfitters;

conduct feasibility studies related to establishment or
siting of individual outfitting facilities or a network of
outfitting facilities.

28.6.2 Subject to the results of the feasibility studies and in
the event that a Cree Outfitting and Tourism Association is
established, Canada, Québec and the Cree Regional Authority,
in proportion to be mutually agreed upon shall assist the
Association in its operation and objects.
Our vision, in accordance with Sections 28.4 and 28.6 of the
JBNQA, is to:
•

provide marketing, booking, and promotion services,
where necessary, for Cree outfitting operations;

•

conduct feasibility studies related to the establishment
of individual outfitting or a network of outfitting
facilities.

•

provide business, management, accounting and
professional services, where necessary, for Cree
outfitters;

provide marketing, booking and promotion services for
Cree outfitting operations;
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O BJE CT IV ES

Implement Section 28.6 of the JBNQA

Financial Development

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide marketing, booking, and promotion services,
where necessary, for Cree outfitting and tourist
operations.
Provide business, management, accounting and
professional services, where necessary, for Cree
outfitters and tourist businesses.

Conduct feasibility studies related to the establishment
of individual outfitting or tourism facilities or a network
of outfitting or tourism facilities.
Community Awareness and Capacity Building

Place a priority on increasing awareness of tourism as a
sustainable economic development opportunity.
Increase the capacity of local and regional institutions
to provide services by improving access to information.
Support and undertake training and skill development
initiatives that recognize Cree skills and industry
standards.
Support and encourage human resource development
related to tourism.

Industry Development
•
•
•
•

Promote partnerships among Cree businesses,
communities, and institutions.

Represent the interests of COTA members at meetings
with governments, commissions, other organizations,
and non-native developers.

Support the development of Cree tourist products that
exceed market standards by creating quality standards
and by recognizing success with awards.

•

Actively seek funding and other resources from
governments, the private sector, and other sources.
Develop, where appropriate, revenue-generating
activities.

Communications
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure effective communications with Cree
stake-holders including Tallymen, governments,
communities, and industry.

Promote COTA’s vision, objectives, activities, and
accomplishments.
Promote a positive image of the membership.

Develop alliances and coordinate with other tourism
and indigenous organizations to work toward common
goals.
Serve as a liaison between Cree tourism and outfitting
operators, the tourism industry, and the markets they
serve.

Incorporate current technology to increase the ease and
efficiency of communications and reduce the associated
costs.

Marketing
•
•

Increase market share by researching the feasibility of
regional projects that promote the communities.
Conduct product development and market research
that include visitor statistics and product inventories.

Ensure the participation of the Cree Nation in the
development and promotion of tourism and outfitting
activities.
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BOAR D O F D IR E CTO RS

The primary role of the COTA Board of Directors is to guide the activities of the association and make decisions that help
further the development of the tourism industry in Eeyou Istchee in accordance with the needs and objectives of our members.

Our Current Board of Directors are:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
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Titus Shecapio – President & Mistissini Representative

Jamie Moses – Vice-President & Eastmain Representative
Anderson P. Jolly – Nemaska Representative

Isaac Masty - Whapmagoostui Representative
Jerry Rupert - Chisasibi Representative

Chuck Matches - Wemindji Representative
Irene Otter - Waswanipi Representative

Ron Simard - Ouje-Bougoumou Representative

Jimmy Tim Whiskeychan - Waskaganish Representative

Johnny Saganash - Elders Representative

Louisa B. Saganash - Elders Representative

Alexander Moses - Cree Nation Government Representative
Michael Mapachee - Observer Washaw Sibi
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ORGAN IZ AT I O N A L C HA R T

The chart below illustrates COTA’s organizational structure to March 31, 2020. All staff positions are shared between
COTA and EIT.
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OUR YEAR IN REVIEW
2019-2020 Project Summaries

Tourism has the potential to provide many social and economic benefits. As the tourism industry
in Eeyou Istchee continues to develop and grow, we hope that more and more Cree will see the
potential of the industry to offer not just a livelihood but an opportunity to share our culture in
an open and meaningful way.

1. Annual General Meeting (AGM) and Tourism Conference
Once again this year, the AGM and Tourism Conference gave
COTA’s Board of Directors and staff a chance to meet and
engage with tourism entrepreneurs from all over our region.
Our goal is always to create a fun and friendly learning
environment where members and stakeholders can share

ideas and learn from one another. It’s an important learning
experience for us, too! When we work together, we can
accomplish so much more.

The event was held from July 9 to 11, 2019 in Chisasibi. We
were pleased to welcome Davey Bobbish, Chief of Chisasibi,
and Titus Shecapio, President of COTA and EIT, to deliver the
opening remarks. We would like to extend a warm thank you
to our host community.

1.1 Annual General Meeting

The Annual General Meeting was held on July 9, and, as
usual, the audited financial statements and minutes from the
previous AGM were presented for review and approval. This
was followed by five presentations:
1.
2.

3.
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Mandy Gull, Deputy Grand Chief, presented the Cree
Regional Conservation Strategy for protected areas and
conservation planning in Eeyou Istchee.

Roch Anctil, Director of Eeyou Istchee Baie-James Travel
(EIBJT), provided an update on the status of the travel
agency and described the many services and benefits it
delivers to Cree tourism businesses.
Robin McGinley, Executive Director of COTA, spoke
about the tourism and economic development potential
created by the Wiinipaakw Tours Solidarity Cooperative
and introduced the idea of offering tourism and wildlife
viewing activities in James Bay.
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4.

5.

Hélène Philion, Partner and Director of Strategic
Support at Beside Media House, provided an overview
of the 2020-2025 Cree Tourism Strategic Plan – with a
focus on the success of the consultation and creativity
workshops held in all Cree communities.
Roger Lacroix, Services Quebec Liaison Officer, described
the recent changes in his mandate which will enable him
to better meet the needs of the Cree Nation Government
and Services Quebec, while prioritizing economic and
social development.

1.2 Tourism Conference: Creating Authentic Visitor
Experiences
The two-day event included presentations and workshops
that showed participants why offering visitors an immersive
and culturally enriching travel experience is so important for
our industry.
The Tourism Conference welcomed 80 participants from
various parts of our region’s tourism sector – and we couldn’t
be more pleased with this impressive turnout!

Thanks to a presentation by Conrad Mianscum, conference
attendees got to learn all about My Mistissini Moments.
Usually shortened to MMM, this is a grassroots tourism
initiative that connects entrepreneurs who offer authentic
cultural experiences with visitors to the community, through
an interactive web platform. Mr. Mianscum emphasized
the need to create revenue-generating opportunities for
local Cree cultural entrepreneurs that enables them to
share their passion, knowledge, and skills with visitors. In
his presentation, he went into some detail concerning the
assistance that the MMM Coordinator and Mistissini Tourism
itself can provide to entrepreneurs interested in taking part
in MMM, including product development, branding, business
and marketing support, and customer service.

Are you wondering if you can contribute to My
Mistissini Moments? MMM experiences can be
anything from hosting a traditional fish fry to
storytelling around a campfire to teaching visitors
how

to

make

beaded

jewelry.

If

you

are

passionate about Cree culture and want to share
your particular skill, we invite you to take part in
this innovative and inspired grassroots initiative.

1.2.1 Presentations
Day 1 of the Tourism Conference began with a presentation
titled “Chisasibi Success Stories” delivered by Jimmy
R. Fireman, President of the Chisasibi Business and
Development Group. Mr. Fireman talked about the success
of Hotel Waastooskuun, which opened its doors in August
2016. The new hotel exemplifies Chisasibi’s commitment
to fostering its tourism sector through infrastructure
development. Future plans include a restaurant and a fitness
centre as well as marketing and advertising activities.

The community of Chisasibi set out to build a hotel that
does two things: (1) provide guests with comfortable
accommodations combined with friendly and courteous
service; and (2) create authentic and memorable
Nordic experiences. Guests love spending time on
the large outdoor deck gazing at the canopy of
stars above and marvelling at the Northern Lights.
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On Day 2 of the conference, representatives from the Quebec
Outfitters’ Federation shared their research on the status
of outfitting in Northern Quebec. The presentation titled,
“Portrait of Northern Quebec” included recommendations
for developing a strategy for the future of the outfitting
industry in Eeyou Istchee.

Participants also had an opportunity to learn more about
COTA’s ongoing initiative to develop and brand Eeyou
Istchee as a sustainable tourism destination. The informative
presentation titled “EIBJ – A Sustainable Destination” was
delivered by FaunENord. To read more about this important
initiative please see page 13 of this report.
In the final presentation of the day, titled “Authentic Human
Experiences,” photographer Annie-Claude Roberge shared
her passion for the north and her love of photography.
A world traveler, her images showcase the beauty of the
landscapes but more importantly, they capture the spirit and
vitality of the people she meets. We are privileged to include
her as one of our contributing photographers.

1.2.2 Workshops
The focus of the workshops was on hands-on activities that
helped conference attendees appreciate the importance of
creating authentic and positive visitor experiences.

In her workshop titled “The Customer Experience in the Hotel
Industry”, moderator Caroline Houle provided participants,
all of whom work in the hospitality industry, with an
opportunity to engage in simulated scenarios depicting
customer/employee interactions. Through role play,
participants were able to develop a better understanding
of the customer/employee relationship as well as effective
strategies to better ensure positive outcomes in a variety
of “real-life” situations. The workshop is a precursor to an
upcoming 3-year training program designed specifically for
Cree hotel and restaurant industry managers. Students who
complete the training will receive an Attestation of College
Studies recognized by Ministère de l’Éducation.
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In “Experience a Cree Workshop,” Deborah Ratt and Isabelle
Neeposh shared their traditional beaded jewelry crafting
know-how. Participants got to learn traditional Cree beading
techniques, and better understand the importance of involving
visitors in hands-on activities. Why “hands-on”? Because when
visitors participate rather than simply observe, the experience
leaves them with a much deeper appreciation of their time in
Eeyou Istchee and a greater understanding of Cree culture.

In his “Make an Experience Great” workshop, facilitator Jason
Bent encouraged participants to work together to generate
ideas for creating an authentic, engaging, and memorable
tourism experience. Working in small groups, participants:

•

Identified opportunities unique to their business

•

Reviewed overall customer experience and imagined
how customers might share their experience with
friends and family

•

•

Considered potential partnerships to enhance their
offering

Learned how to set appropriate pricing to reflect the
value of the experience

Today’s tourists want authenticity. From enjoying local
cuisine to partaking in local festivals to learning
how to make traditional crafts. They don’t just
want to visit, they want to feel a connection.
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1.2.3 Launch of the Creetopia Prototype
On day 2 of the Tourism Conference, in addition to the
workshops, participants also got to see how we transformed
Creetopia from an inspired idea to a valuable tourism asset.
First, there was a brief presentation, and then participants
had the opportunity to be a part of the official launch of the
Creetopia “ready-to-camp” tent prototype. We appreciate the
enthusiasm and feedback provided. You can be sure we’ll be
incorporating your best ideas into the final design. To read
more about this exciting and innovative initiative, turn to
page 15 of this report.

Eco-Responsibility
As in the past, FaunENord helped us to evaluate the event’s
environmental footprint. Since we strive to make the AGM
and Tourism Conference an eco-responsible event, we’re
always looking for ways to improve. FaunENord’s Green Team
analyzed the results of our impacts from transportation,
waste management, recycling, composting, and energy
use – and gave us an overall grade of 83%. Transportation
accounted for the largest volume of carbon emissions, and
waste-management for the lowest.
Over 51 pounds of compost, 12 pounds of recycling, and
46 pounds of waste were properly disposed of!

To reduce waste, all meals and snacks were served on
reusable dishes. Clearly marked containers were accessible
on site for trash, compost, and recyclable materials. We’re
pleased to report that no plastic water bottles were used.

Of course, we’ll keep looking for new ways of shrinking our
carbon footprint.

We’d like to say a great big thank-you to everyone who
rolled up their sleeves for the community clean-up.
Over 25 bags of garbage, compost, and recycling
were collected and sorted. Collection and sorting aren’t
glamorous – so thank you to everyone for taking part
and making a positive difference for the environment.
We would like to extend our warm and genuine appreciation
to the people of Chisasibi for their hospitality as the hosts of
this year’s event.

2019-2020 COTA Annual Report
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2. Eeyou Istchee Baie-James: Creating a Sustainable
Tourism Destination
The goal of sustainable tourism is to increase the benefits
and reduce the negative impacts associated with tourism.
This is achieved by:
•
•
•

Protecting natural environments, wildlife, and natural
resources when developing and managing tourism
activities

Providing authentic tourist experiences that celebrate
and conserve heritage and culture
Creating socio-economic benefits for communities
through employment and income-earning
opportunities

Therefore, the purpose of this critically important project is to
work together to build a tourism industry that is sustainable
and beneficial to Cree businesses.

As we strive to meet the goals of our newly developed
five-year tourism strategy, we’ll make sure that all
future tourism initiatives respect Cree values –
above all, to create a sustainable tourism destination.
To achieve this goal, we will continue to work closely with Cree
tourism operators to develop a better understanding of their
specific needs while supporting their efforts to implement
sustainable tourism practices. To do this, we’ve created

a set of clear and succinct guidelines and a sustainability
toolkit. The toolkit includes how-to guides, training videos,
and other resources, including green technologies available
through local suppliers. In addition, tourism officers will be
trained to use the toolkit to provide support and training
to local tourism entrepreneurs. By working together, we’ll
achieve our vision for sustainable tourism.
To be successful, a framework for developing sustainable
tourism must include international tourism development
practices while allowing for regional values and perspectives.

Once this framework is in place, the next step will be to
implement the best practices so Eeyou Istchee can be officially
recognized as a sustainable destination. The benefits of this
will include:
•

Efficiency and savings in operating costs, for example,
water and energy costs

•

Improved conservation of local habitats, ecosystems,
and wildlife

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increased credibility within the tourism industry

Increased viability and competitiveness of local tourism
businesses
Stronger cultural tradition and values

Minimized use of scarce and non-renewable resources
Reduced pollution and carbon footprint

Motivation to develop innovative products and services
for sustainable practices
A positive brand image resulting in increased visitor
traffic

This project is a partnership with Tourisme Baie-James and
Goldcorp.

Funding for this vital initiative was generously provided by
Société Plan Nord (SPN), Indigenous Services Canada (ISC)
and Ministère des Affaires Municipales et de l’Habitation
(MAMH) under the Fond d’Appui au Rayonnement des
Régions (FARR) program.
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•

•
•
•

Fosters Cree and Jamesian collaboration by implementing
a global strategy for tourism experiences and lodging in
EIBJ, including inviting the Cree Nation and Jamesian
communities to develop a UNESCO Network Global
Geopark
Positions Creetopia sites and Wiinipaakw boat tours as
flagship products

Promotes tourism services and activities revolving
around Cree traditional way of life and arts and crafts
Creates a master plan to improve access to the region

Dividing the region of EIBJ into three distinct
3. 2020-2025 Tourism Strategy

tourism hubs allows us to position the destination

In summer 2019, we began planning the next major phase of
tourism development in Eeyou Istchee. Working closely with
all Cree communities, we set out to create a 5-year tourism
strategy that reflects the needs, expectations, and shared
goals of all Cree.

set

To foster community involvement, we hosted creativity
workshops that were open to all community residents
interested in sharing their thoughts and ideas. We were
pleased to see so many people at each event and feel strongly
that there is a genuine interest at the community level to
embrace tourism and welcome visitors. Through engaging
and informative discussions, we were able to develop a
shared vision that embodies the values, needs, and spirit
of each community. Participants in each community were
encouraged to present their ideas about the types of activities
they want to promote and share with visitors.
We also met and consulted with the Cree Nation Youth Council
and Cree Trappers Association to ensure their participation
in this process.

Through these workshops, meetings, and consultations we
received valuable input and gained important insight giving
us a clear direction and path forward.

The 2020-2025 Tourism Strategy Plan is robust but realistic:
it supports ongoing assets such as Creetopia, Économusée,
and Wiinipaakw Tours. In addition, it:
•

Creates three tourism hubs – Inland, Southern Coastal,
and Northern Coastal – to facilitate mobility throughout
the region, help promote distinctive offers, and entice
visitors to return for repeat visits

more effectively. Each hub will feature a specific
of

tourism

experiences

that

highlights

the attractions, history, and diversity of each
area. EIBJ is a vast region: by creating three

distinct travel hubs, visitors will be able to create
more manageable and realistic travel itineraries.

Other important aspects of the strategic plan include:
•

Support for the development of geo-science experiences
in future Cree National Parks

•

Recognition of EIBJ as a distinctive snowmobiling region
and completion of the development of snowmobile trails
between southern communities

•

•
•
•
•
•

Improved signage

Creation of winter and summer packages specific to
each tourism hub
Funding strategies

Emphasis on training

Increased visibility of Cree tourism offerings on the
“Escape Like Never Before” web site
Creating more awareness of services offered by COTA

Funding for this important initiative was generously provided
by Ministère des Affaires Municipales et de l’Habitation
(MAMH) under the Fond d’Appui au Rayonnement des
Régions (FARR) program.
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4. Creetopia
After nearly three years of planning and product development,
summer 2019 brought us to an exciting milestone. On July
11, at our annual members’ conference, we were thrilled to
launch the first official full-scale prototype of the Creetopia
ready-to-camp tent. Feedback on the design was very
constructive. The next step is to evaluate suggested changes
and incorporate them into the final design. We have no
doubt the final product will be stronger as a result. From the
start, Creetopia was about sharing ideas and encouraging
community input. It was both a privilege and pleasure to
launch the prototype at our Tourism Conference.

“They really took our culture in mind to help
build this. Its design allows people to either use
a wood floor or put spruce boughs on top. There
is also a place inside the tent for a wood stove”.

Creetopia, which is exclusive to Eeyou Istchee, is a fun
and innovative product developed with Huttopia, an
extremely successful prêt-à-camper (“ready-to-camp”)
concept developed in France. The Huttopia brand is well
established worldwide giving Creetopia the potential to
attract international tourists. The design of Creetopia’s
ready-to-camp tents is inspired by and promotes traditional
Cree culture and architecture. Creetopia will be set up at
designated sites throughout the region and operate during
peak tourism periods. The Creetopia design is trademarked
and is exclusive to Eeyou Istchee.
We’re now working on Phase 2 of the implementation and we
look forward to the opening of the first Creetopia site planned
for summer 2021. We plan to continue working toward that
goal, but given travel restrictions due to the COVID-19 crisis,
delays may occur.

Each Creetopia site will have a designated space for

cooking, dining, storytelling, and other group activities.
Funding for this initiative was generously provided by Société
Plan Nord (SPN), Ministère de l’Économie et de l’Innovation
under the ACCORD Program as well the Regional Tourism
Partnership Agreement (RTPA), and the 3 partners, Cree
Nation of Mistissini, Cree Nation of Ouje-Bougoumou and
Nibischii Corporation.
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5. Promotion of Ecotourism in Protected Areas
The promotion of ecotourism in protected areas on
indigenous lands is a growing trend in outdoor and adventure
tourism, not only in Quebec but in the rest of Canada and
abroad. Developing this type of sustainable tourism is not
only in keeping with Cree values but it also supports the
preservation and conservation of these lands.

The combination of ecotourism and site-protection provides
our communities with a powerful resource for sustaining our
way of life and revitalizing our cultural practices.
The steps required to develop this initiative include:
•

Identifying ecotourism “models” in indigenous protected
areas in Canada and abroad to serve as case studies

•

Consulting with regional tourism associations

•

•

Defining which protected areas and their communities
have the greatest potential for the development of
ecotourism in Eeyou Istchee
Conducting community consultations relating to tourism
development in the selected protected areas

Funding for this initiative was provided by the Nature
Conservancy of Canada working in conjunction with
Cree Nation Government’s proposal on establishing and
co-managing a network of new protected areas based on
areas of importance to the Crees of Eeyou Istchee.
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6. Économusée Feasibility Study
We first introduced the Économusée concept almost three
years ago following our participation in the International
Économusée Network Conference held in Bergen, Norway in
2017. Essentially, an économusée is a setting where artisans
can practice their trade and invite the public to witness or
even take part in their creative process. It offers a learning
experience and increases sales. It also helps to preserve
traditional craft-making methods. The concept is highly
applicable to the Cree cultural practices and artisans of
Eeyou Istchee.
This year, as an important first step, we conducted a feasibility
study for the implementation of an économusée initiative
focusing on the traditional techniques of moose-hide tanning.

The Économusée, to be located in Mistissini, will be the first
of many such initiatives. The feasibility study is being carried
out in four stages which started with a best-practices tour
of économusée initiatives in the regions of the Saguenay,
Lac-Saint-Jean, and Charlevoix.
Stage two defined the Économusée concept as it relates
to the traditional art of moose-hide tanning and included
consultations with community members from Mistissini.

The consultations took place in January 2020 with
over 20 people attending and sharing their ideas
and thoughts. It was great to see such enthusiasm
and support for this initiative.
Stages 3 and 4 are still underway, including choosing a site
for the Économusée, preparing the design, developing a
market analysis, and writing a final report.

Funding for this important initiative was provided by
Ministère des Affaires Municipales et de l’Habitation (MAMH)
under the Fond d’Appui au Rayonnement des Régions (FARR)
program in partnership with Cree Nation of Mistissini.
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7. Visitor Experience Project

8. Marine Captain Training

This initiative trains Cree artists and craftspeople to create
and deliver “visitor experience” workshops. The training
provides participants with the tools and techniques they
need to develop a consistent, memorable brand and deliver
unique and unforgettable visitor experiences. Its goals are to:

In the summer of 2019, we were pleased to offer a second
Marine Captain Training program. The training was available
to individuals new to the industry. Now, the program includes
a supplemental training module to expand the skill base of
the graduates of the 2016 training program.

•
•
•
•

Teach artists/craftspeople how to create effective
workshops that provide visitors with an immersive,
hands-on experience
Create an opportunity for artists/craftspeople to sell
their products
Enhance the visitor experience

Create economic sustainability in the arts and crafts
sector

Unfortunately, due to travel constraints as a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic, this initiative which was scheduled to
take place in Oujé-Bougoumou, will be delivered virtually.
Support for this project was provided by Cree Nation
Government under Social Economy funds and in partnership
with Cree Native Arts and Crafts (CNACA).

Cree arts and handicraft are an expression of our
culture, values, and identity. From sturdy snowshoes
and beautiful moose-hide items to intricately beaded
jewellery,

delicate

tamaracks

and

hand-sewn

bark baskets, Eeyou Istchee is endowed with a
rich and diverse artistic and cultural heritage.

Similarly to the 2016 Marine Captain Training Program, new
participants were taught:
•

Marine training in compliance with Transport Canada
requirements

•

Operator Certificate – Marine certification

•

Small vessel Operator Proficiency, marine emergency
duties A3 and Radio

The supplemental Marine Captain Training Program is
designed to provide participants with the following skills:
•

Advanced positioning techniques such as advancing a
line of position

•

Hazard-avoidance techniques using electronics
(including “keep out” zones in GPS)

•

•
•
•
•

Using electronics such as radar, depth sounders,
autopilots, and chart-plotters
Collision avoidance using radar and GPS

Working with tides: clearances, depth, effects of current
Piloting with wind and currents

The “Seaman’s Eye”: simple skills for checking that
you’re on course

Both training modules comprised theory and practical “on
water” training and included advanced wilderness first-aid
training. The theoretical portion of the training took place
over a 6-day period and was offered in Waskaganish and
Wemindji.

Unfortunately, due to unforeseen circumstances , the
practical “on water” portion of the training could not be
completed. Also, the advanced wilderness training had to
be rescheduled. We had hoped to complete the “on water”
training in summer of 2020; however it was postponed due
to COVID-19.
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Funding for this training program was generously provided
by Apatisiiwin Skills Development.
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9. Essay Contest and International Indigenous Tourism
Conference
At the AGM, COTA launched an essay contest providing
entrants with a chance to win an all-expenses-paid trip
for two to attend the International Aboriginal Tourism
Conference in Kelowna, British Columbia.

Wendy Menarik of Eastmain was selected as the winner for
her essay titled “I am Aboriginal.” Wendy’s essay captured
her desire to travel to British Columbia to learn about the
history and values of other indigenous cultures and share her
perspective about being an Aboriginal woman living in Canada.
Wendy was excited about the opportunity to meet new people,
try different foods, and experience firsthand the ceremonies
and cultural traditions of other indigenous communities.
More than 700 delegates from around the world gathered in
Kelowna for the Indigenous Tourism Association of Canada
8th annual International Indigenous Tourism Conference
(IITC), held from November 12 to 14, 2019. The conference
was hosted on the traditional and unceded territory of
the Syilx Nation, in partnership with the Nlakápamux and
Secwepemc Nations, and with support from Indigenous
Tourism Association of BC, the Thompson Okanagan Tourism
Association, and Tourism Kelowna.
This initiative was funded entirely by COTA.

In Wendy’s own words, “This experience allowed
me to meet amazing people from all over Canada
and especially the indigenous people who were
from the area. I went to the Secwepemc Cultural
Tour in Enderby, BC and learned about their
sacred cultural heritage, languages, and what
source of food they survived from. Their cultural
heritage is like us Crees. It is unique and very
interesting to learn about. The experience of
getting to know their tribes was most inspirational and most amazing perspective of knowledge
I was able to discover. Their welcoming music was
entertaining, there were children dancing and
elders banging on the drums and the women were
singing. I will cherish these memories of Kelowna..”

10. Blue Road Signs
There is work to be done to improve road signs along the
James Bay highway and throughout Eeyou Istchee. Blue
tourism signage serves to create visibility and increase
awareness making it easier for travellers to locate tourism
operations and attractions. Currently, the number of blue
road signs promoting Cree tourism businesses is limited.
This is why COTA is working directly with individual hotel
operators and Cultural Centers to help increase their visibility
by erecting blue tourism signs in strategic locations along
James Bay Highway.
These recognizable blue signs make it easier for tourists
to find local attractions and services available in our Cree
communities. The signage will not only alert visitors to the
availability of local tourism services but will guides visitors
as they travel from the James Bay highway to the community.
Société de development de la Baie-James is responsible for
installing the panels on James Bay Highway and Alliance de
l’industrie touristique du Quebec for installing them in the
rest of Quebec. This is an ongoing initiative.
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11. Creation of an Innovative Snowmobile Circuit

13. Projects and Initiatives in Partnership with TBJ

This project, still in the early stages of development, focuses
on creating a series of federated snowmobile trails linking
the Cree communities of Mistissini, Oujé-Bougoumou, and
Waswanipi and extending to Chibougamau and Chapais.
The trails will also be linked to the system of federated trails
that wind their way through much of southern Quebec. By
creating a system of dependable trails into the communities,
businesses such as hotels, restaurants and gas stations will
be better positioned to benefit financially from this popular
winter tourism activity.

13.1 Project Manager, Snowmobile and Quad

We’re also working on a sustainable electric snowmobiling
package. We’re exploring how this package can be developed
and are working closely with local trappers and community
representatives. The package, which could include a
weekend or even a week-long stay, would target families
and young adventure enthusiasts rather than experienced
snowmobilers. It would include guided tours between the
communities with immersive cultural experiences and
possibly day trips or overnights in wildlife reserves.
Funding was provided by the Ministère de l’Économie et de
l’Innovation (MEI) under the ACCORD program.

This initiative is designed to capitalize on winter
tourism

while

implementing

sustainable

tourism

practices. Electric snowmobiles are eco-friendly and
silent and will be powered at strategically located
charging stations. With minimal training, even visitors
with no snowmobiling experience can participate.

12. Hotello/ReservIT
As any tourism operator will tell you, providing visitors with
easy online booking is critical for business success. There
are no exceptions to this rule, and Eeyou Istchee’s hotels
and outfitting camps must implement a secure and reliable
online booking platform. The Hotello/ReservIT project
aims to endow our region’s lodging sector with technology
to enhance efficiency and facilitate booking for all travelers.
This software solution also collects data to support strategic
marketing and advertising decision-making.

With the establishment of EIT, a Regional Tourism Association,
in 2007, we began working collaboratively with TBJ. Working
together we are better positioned to undertake projects and
initiatives that benefit tourism development throughout
the region and therefore increase tourism revenue. To this
effect the position of Project Manager, Snowmobile and Quad
(PMSQ) was created.
An important mandate of the PMSQ is to support the
development of the Innovative Snowmobile Circuit which, in
part, prioritizes the creation of permanent snowmobile trails
in Eeyou Istchee. The Project Manager must:
•

Ensure the sustainability of the region’s snowmobile
trails

•

Upgrade current trails

•
•
•
•

Relocate trails that use forestry roads

Develop new segments to offer snowmobile
experiences that contribute to the economic well-being
of all communities in Eeyou Istchee Baie-James
Collect data on the off-road vehicle industry

Provide developers with support to structure the
region’s offer of off-road vehicle activities

To meet the objectives above, the Project Manager will:
•

Relocate the Chibougamau-Mistissini snowmobile trail
along Route 167 North

•

Develop a regional snowmobile trail segment
that connects the communities of Mistissini and
Oujé-Bougoumou

•

Relocate snowmobile trail T93 connecting Chapais and
Desmaraisville to provide access to the community of
Waswanipi

This position is being funded by RTPA under TBJ.

Funding for this project was provided by Tourisme Québec.
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